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Page 1 - Introduction

Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will
take a look at two more Global Lines cities Atlanta, Memphis, Tennessee and Dublin, Ireland.
We also take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured
aircraft is the McDonnell Douglas MD-83.
We wish you a pleasant flight.
2. Memphis, Tennessee – The River City
5. Dublin, Ireland – The Big Schmoke
8. Pilot Information
9. Introducing the MD-83 – Comfort and Style
11. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music
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Memphis is a city in the southwestern corner of the U.S. state of Tennessee, and the county seat of Shelby County.
The city is located on the 4th Chickasaw Bluff, south of the confluence of the Wolf and Mississippi rivers.
Memphis had a population of 646,889 at the 2010 census, making it the largest city in the state of Tennessee, the
third largest in the Southeastern United States, and the 20th largest in the United States. The greater Memphis
metropolitan area, including adjacent counties in Mississippi and Arkansas, had a 2010 population of 1,316,100. This
makes Memphis the second largest metropolitan area in Tennessee, surpassed only by metropolitan Nashville, which
has overtaken Memphis in recent years. Memphis is the youngest of Tennessee's major cities. A resident of Memphis
is referred to as a Memphian, and the Memphis region is known, particularly to media outlets, as "Memphis & The
Mid-South".

Because it occupies a substantial bluff
rising from the Mississippi River, the site
of Memphis is a natural location for
settlement. The area was first settled by
the Mississippian Culture and then by the
Chickasaw Indian tribe. For 10,000 years
they occupied the bluffs along the river,
building a large mound on the bluff.
European exploration came later,
beginning in the 16th century with
Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto and
French explorers led by René-Robert
Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle.
In 1795 the Spanish governor of
Louisiana, Manuel Gayoso de Lemos,
acquired land for a fort from the
Chickasaw. Fort San Fernando de las
Barrancas was built in the summer of
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1795 on the fourth Chickasaw Bluff, just south of the Wolf River. It gave Spain control of navigation on the
Mississippi River in the region until 1797 when it was abandoned in keeping with Pinckney's Treaty. The fort was
dismantled, its lumber and iron shipped away. Its ruins went unnoticed when Memphis was laid out twenty years
later.
The land comprising present-day Memphis remained in a largely unorganized territory throughout most of the 18th
century. In 1796, the site became the westernmost point of the newly admitted state of Tennessee, located in the
Southwest United States.

Memphis grew into the world's largest spot cotton
market and the world's largest hardwood lumber
market. Into the 1950s, it was the world's largest
mule market.
From the 1910s to the 1950s, Memphis was a place
of machine politics under the direction of E. H.
"Boss" Crump. During the Crump era, Memphis
developed an extensive network of parks and public
works as part of the National City Beautiful
movement. Determined never to suffer plagues again,
it rebuilt with meticulous sanitation and drainage.
However, it did not encourage heavy industry and
allowed Mr. Crump's censor to ban movies.
In the 1960s, the city was at the center of civil rights
issues. The Lorraine Motel in the city was also the
venue of the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.
on April 4, 1968, the day after giving his prophetic
I've Been to the Mountaintop speech.
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Downtown Memphis rises from a bluff along the Mississippi River, and the city sprawls outward over southwest
Tennessee and into northern Mississippi and eastern Arkansas. Several large parks are scattered through the city,
notably Overton Park in Midtown and the 4,500 acres (18 km2) Shelby Farms. The city is a national transportation
hub and Mississippi River crossing for Interstate 40, (east-west), Interstate 55 (north-south), barge traffic, Memphis
International Airport (FedEx's "SuperHub" facility) and numerous freight railroads that serve the city.

Memphis is the home of founders and pioneers of
various American music genres, including Soul,
Blues, gospel, rock n' roll, Buck, crunk, and
"sharecropper" country music (in contrast to the
"rhinestone" country sound of Nashville).
Musicians like Jerry Lee Lewis, Johnny Cash,
Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, Roy Orbison, Booker
T. & the M.G.'s, Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, Sam
& Dave and B.B. King all got their start in
Memphis in the 1950s/60s.
Beale Street is a national historical landmark, and
shows the impact Memphis has had on American
blues, particularly after World War II as electric
guitars took precedence.
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Dublin is the capital and most populous city of Ireland. The English name for the city is derived from the Irish name
Dubhlinn, meaning "black pool". Dublin is situated near the midpoint of Ireland's east coast, at the mouth of the
River Liffey and the centre of the Dublin Region.
Originally founded as a Viking settlement, it evolved into the Kingdom of Dublin and became the island's principal
city following the Norman invasion. The city expanded rapidly from the 17th century; it was briefly the second
largest city in the British Empire and the fifth largest in Europe. Dublin entered a period of stagnation following the
Act of Union of 1800, but it remained the economic centre for most of the island. Following the partition of Ireland
in 1922, the new parliament, the Oireachtas, was located in Leinster House. Dublin became the capital of the Irish
Free State and later the Republic of Ireland.
Similar to the cities of Cork, Limerick, Galway,
and Waterford—Dublin is administered
separately from its respective County with its
own City Council.
The city is listed by the Globalization and World
Cities Research Network (GaWC) as a global
city, with a ranking of "Alpha-", placing Dublin
among the top 30 cities in the world.
It is a historical and contemporary cultural center
for the country, as well as a modern center of
education, the arts, administration, economy, and
industry.
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Dublin suffered a period of political and economic decline during the 19th century following the Act of Union of
1800, under which the seat of government was transferred to the Westminster Parliament in London. The city played
no major role in the Industrial Revolution, but remained the centre of administration and a transport hub for most of
the island. Ireland had no significant sources of coal, the fuel of the time, and Dublin was not a centre of ship
manufacturing, the other main driver of industrial development in Britain and Ireland. Belfast developed faster than
Dublin during this period on a mixture of international trade, factory-based linen cloth production and shipbuilding.
The Easter Rising of 1916, the Irish War of Independence, and the subsequent Irish Civil War resulted in a
significant amount of physical destruction in central Dublin. The Government of the Irish Free State rebuilt the city
centre and located the new parliament, the Oireachtas, in Leinster House. Since the beginning of Norman rule in the
12th century, the city has functioned as the capital in varying geopolitical entities: Lordship of Ireland, Kingdom of
Ireland, island as part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and the Irish Republic. Following the
partition of Ireland in 1922, it became the capital of Irish Free State and now the capital of the Republic of Ireland.
A north-south division has traditionally existed,
with the River Liffey as the divider. The
Northside is generally seen as working class,
while the Southside is seen as middle to uppermiddle class. The divide is punctuated by
examples of Dublin "sub-culture" stereotypes,
with upper-middle class constituents seen as
tending towards an accent and demeanor
synonymous with the Southside, and workingclass Dubliners. Dublin's economic divide is
east-west as well as north-south. There are also
social divisions evident between the coastal
suburbs in the east of the city, including those on
the Northside, and the newer developments
further to the west.
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Dublin has many landmarks and monuments dating back hundreds of years. One of the oldest is Dublin Castle, which
was first founded as a major defensive work on the orders of King John of England in 1204, shortly after the Norman
invasion of Ireland in 1169, when it was commanded that a castle be built with strong walls and good ditches for the
defense of the city, the administration of justice, and the protection of the King’s treasure. Largely complete by 1230,
the castle was of typical Norman courtyard design, with a central square without a keep, bounded on all sides by tall
defensive walls and protected at each corner by a circular tower. Sited to the south-east of Norman Dublin, the castle
formed one corner of the outer perimeter of the city, using the River Poddle as a natural means of defense.

Dublin Airport is operated by the Dublin Airport
Authority and is located north of Dublin City in
the administrative county of Fingal. It is the
headquarters of Ireland's flag carrier Aer Lingus,
low-cost carrier Ryanair and regional airlines
Aer Arann and CityJet. The airport offers an
extensive short and medium haul network, as
well as domestic services to many regional
airports in Ireland. There are also extensive Long
Haul services to the United States, Canada and
the Middle East via Global Air International and
Aer Lingus. The Airport is the busiest airport in
Ireland, followed by Cork and Shannon.
Construction of a second terminal began in 2007
and was officially opened on 19 November 2010.
Dublin Airport currently ranks as the 25th
busiest airport in Europe recording nearly 19
million passengers during 2011.
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As we begin our next year of service at Global Express Airways and Global Air International, a warm thank you
goes out to all of the men and woman who keep our airline safely in the air as well as on the ground.
Cheers to all Officers, staff and crews of the Global Group.

1. The first female flight attendants in 1930
were required to weigh less than 115
pounds. In addition, they had to be nurses
and unmarried.
2. Have you ever wondered why the lights are
turned out on takeoff and landing? This is
done so your eyes adjust to lower levels of
light. If there’s an accident and they have to
activate the emergency slides, studies have
shown that you will be able to see better and
therefore be able to evacuate more quickly
and safely.
3. The shortest scheduled airline flight is from
the Scottish island of Westray to its neighbor
island, Papa Westray. Flight time: 2
minutes!
4. The #1 charter route from the UK is from
London to Dalaman. Manchester to
Dalaman is second. Dalaman, by the way, is
in Turkey.
5. One wind shield or window frame of the
Boeing 747-400's cockpit cost as much as a
BMW.
6. Not without reason it is claimed that after
fuel and maintenance catering is the big
thing within the aviation industry. American
Airlines managed to save USD 40,000 after
taking away one olive from each portion of
salad served on board!

7. 59% of people check-in through Global’s main
counter, which takes an average of 19 minutes.
8. 18% use a self-check-in kiosk, which averages 8
minutes.
9. 10% check-in at curbside, which averages 13
minutes.
10. 5% of passengers obtain their boarding pass
through the Internet.
11. Wait times at security checkpoints have increased
from an average of 13 minutes in 2003 to 15
minutes in 2004.
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The McDonnell Douglas MD-80 is a family of twin-engine, short- to medium-range, single-aisle commercial jet
airliners. The MD-80 series were lengthened and updated from the DC-9. The airliner family can seat from 130 up to
172 passengers depending on variant and seating configuration.
The MD-80 series was introduced into commercial service on October 10, 1980 by Swissair. The series includes the
MD-81, MD-82, MD-83, MD-87, and MD-88. These all have the same fuselage length except the shortened MD-87.
The MD-80 series was followed into service in modified form by the MD-90 in 1995 and the MD-95/Boeing 717 in
1999.
Douglas Aircraft developed the DC-9 in the 1960s as a short-range companion to their larger DC-8. The DC-9 was
an all-new design, using two rear fuselage-mounted turbofan engines, and a T-tail. The DC-9 has a narrow-body
fuselage design with five-abreast seating, and holds 80 to 135 passengers depending on seating arrangement and
aircraft version.
The MD-80 series was the second generation of the DC-9. It was originally called the DC-9-80 series and the DC-9
Super 80 and entered service in 1980. The MD-80 series was then developed into the MD-90 entering service in
1995. The last variant of the family was the MD-95, which was renamed the Boeing 717-200 after McDonnell
Douglas's merger with Boeing in 1997.
The DC-9 family is one of the most successful jet airliners with a total of over 2,400 units produced; it ranks third
behind the second place Airbus A320 family with over 4,000 produced, and the first place Boeing 737 with over
7,000 produced.
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The MD-83 (DC-9-83) is a longer range version of the basic MD-81/82 with higher weights, more powerful engines,
and increased fuel capacity.
Powerplant: Compared to earlier models, the MD-83 is equipped with slightly more powerful 21,000 lbf (93 kN)
thrust Pratt and Whitney JT8D-219s as standard.
Performance: The MD-83 features increased fuel capacity as standard (to 6,970 US gal (26,400 l)) which is carried
in two 565 US gal (2,140 l) auxiliary tanks located fore and aft of the centre section. The aircraft also has higher
operating weights, with MTOW increased to 160,000 lb (73,000 kg) and MLW to 139,500 lb (63,300 kg). Typical
range for the MD-83 with 155 passengers is around 2,504 nautical miles (4,637 km). To cope with the higher
operating weights, the MD-83 incorporates strengthened landing gear including new wheels, tires and brakes,
changes to the wing skins, front spar web and elevator spar cap and strengthened floor beams and panels to carry the
auxiliary fuel tanks. However, from MD-80 line number 1194, an MD-81 delivered in September 1985, it is
understood that all MD-80s have the same basic wing structure and in theory could be converted to MD-83 standard.
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Dark Knight Rises
It has been eight years since Batman vanished into the night, turning, in that instant, from
hero to fugitive. Assuming the blame for the death of D.A. Harvey Dent, the Dark Knight
sacrificed everything for what he and Commissioner Gordon both hoped was the greater
good. For a time the lie worked, as criminal activity in Gotham City was crushed under the
weight of the anti-crime Dent Act. But everything will change with the arrival of a cunning
cat burglar with a mysterious agenda. Far more dangerous, however, is the emergence of
Bane, a masked terrorist whose ruthless plans for Gotham drive Bruce out of his selfimposed exile. But even if he dons the cape and cowl again, Batman may be no match for
Bane.
Pitch Perfect
Beca is that girl who'd rather listen to what's coming out of her headphones than what's
coming out of you. Arriving at her new college, she finds herself not right for any clique but
somehow is muscled into one that she never would have picked on her own: alongside mean
girls, sweet girls and weird girls whose only thing in common is how good they sound when
they sing together, in the new out-loud comedy Pitch Perfect. When Beca takes this acoustic
singing group out of their world of traditional arrangements and perfect harmonies into allnew mash-ups, they fight to climb their way to the top of the cutthroat world of college a
cappella. This could wind up either the coolest thing they'll ever do or the most insane, and it
will probably be a little of both.
Resident Evil: Retribution
The Umbrella Corporation's deadly T-virus continues to ravage the Earth, transforming the
global population into legions of the flesh eating Undead. The human race's last and only
hope, Alice, awakens in the heart of Umbrella's most clandestine operations facility and
unveils more of her mysterious past as she delves further into the complex. Without a safe
haven, Alice continues to hunt those responsible for the outbreak; a chase that takes her from
Tokyo to New York, Washington, D.C. and Moscow, culminating in a mind-blowing
revelation that will force her to rethink everything that she once thought to be true. Aided by
newfound allies and familiar friends, Alice must fight to survive long enough to escape a
hostile world on the brink of oblivion. The countdown has begun.

Ted
Family Guy creator Seth MacFarlane brings his boundary-pushing brand of humor to the big
screen for the first time as writer, director and voice star of Ted. In the live action/CGanimated comedy, he tells the story of John Bennett, a grown man who must deal with the
cherished teddy bear who came to life as the result of a childhood wish...and has refused to
leave his side ever since.

Total Recall
Welcome to Rekall, the company that can turn your dreams into real memories. For a factory
worker named Douglas Quaid, even though he's got a beautiful wife who he loves, the mindtrip sounds like the perfect vacation from his frustrating life - real memories of life as a
super-spy might be just what he needs. But when the procedure goes horribly wrong, Quaid
becomes a hunted man. Finding himself on the run from the police - controlled by Chancellor
Cohaagen, the leader of the free world - Quaid teams up with a rebel fighter (Jessica Biel) to
find the head of the underground resistance and stop Cohaagen.
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Bruno Mars is an American singer-songwriter and
record producer. Raised in Honolulu, Hawaii, by a
family of musicians, Mars began making music at a
young age. He performed in various musical venues
in his hometown throughout his childhood. He
graduated from high school and then moved to Los
Angeles, California to pursue a musical career.
Mars had an unsuccessful stint with Motown
Records, but then signed with Atlantic Records in
2009. He became recognized as a solo artist after
lending his vocals and co-writing the hooks for the
songs "Nothin' on You" by B.o.B, and "Billionaire."
In October 2010, he released his debut album, DooWops & Hooligans. Anchored by the worldwide
number-one singles "Just the Way You Are" and
"Grenade"; the album peaked at number three on
the Billboard 200. Mars was nominated for seven
Grammys at the 53rd Grammy Awards, winning
Best Male Pop Vocal Performance for "Just the
Way You Are". His second studio album,
Unorthodox Jukebox, was released on December
11, 2012.
Mars' music is noted for displaying a wide variety
of styles and influences, and contains elements of
many musical genres.
John R. "Johnny" Cash was an American singersongwriter, actor, and author, who has been called
one of the most influential musicians of the 20th
century. Although he is primarily remembered as a
country music icon, his songs and sound spanned
many other genres including rockabilly and rock
and roll, blues, folk, and gospel. This crossover
appeal led to Cash being inducted in the Country
Music Hall of Fame, the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, and Gospel Music Hall of Fame.
Cash was known for his deep, distinctive bassbaritone voice; for the "boom-chicka-boom" sound
of his Tennessee Three backing band; for his
rebelliousness, coupled with an increasingly somber
and humble demeanor; for providing free concerts
inside prison walls; and for his dark performance
clothing, which earned him the nickname "The Man
in Black". He traditionally started his concerts by
saying "Hello, I'm Johnny Cash" and usually
following it up with his standard "Folsom Prison
Blues".
An abundance of Cash's music, especially that of
his later career, echoed themes of sorrow, moral
tribulation and redemption. His signature songs
include "I Walk the Line", "Folsom Prison Blues",
"Ring of Fire", "Get Rhythm" and "Man in Black".

